Horizon scanning prioritisation of issues.

Annex B: Horizon Scanning Reference List

**Extension to the 14-day rule**


**Artificial Intelligence**


Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation (CDEI) (2020) *Review into bias in algorithmic decision-making.*


Office for AI (2021) *National AI Strategy, Office for AI*.


Artificial wombs (ectogenesis)


COVID-19 for fertility and early pregnancy


**Germline genome editing**


Health outcomes in children conceived by ART (including the impact of culture media)


**Impact of the microbiome on fertility and fertility treatment outcomes**


**In vitro gametogenesis**


Impact of stress on fertility treatment outcomes


New technologies in gamete and embryo testing


Aras-Tosun, D. et al. (2021) 'Phospholipase C-zeta levels are not correlated with fertilisation rates in infertile couples', Andrologia. doi: 10.1111/AND.14269.


Daei-Farshbaf, N. et al. (2021) 'Phospholipase C-zeta levels are not correlated with fertilisation rates in infertile couples', Andrologia. doi: 10.1111/AND.14269.


**Round spermatid injection**


**Synthetic embryo like entities**


**Treatment add-ons**


